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We report on a comparison of the generalized
Deck effect (discussed recently by Ross and
Yam') with our data from a K P experiment
in which the 30-in. Midwestern Universities
Research Association hydrogen bubble cham-
ber was exposed to a 5.5-BeV/c separated K
beam at the zero-gradient synchrotron of the
Argonne National Laboratory. In a sample of
four-prong events (exposure equivalent to 1
event/0. 3 pb) we identified 3368 examples of
the reaction

K +P -K +m +w +p.

1304 of these events with an invariant mass,
M(K w ), in the interval 0.84-0.94 BeV are
due in large part to the reaction

K +P -K* +w +P

-K +m

The background to K* events is estimated to
be less than 15%; it is mostly associated with
N*++(1236) production. There is little if any
po [&-7% of reaction (1)] or Y*o(1520), Y*o(1770),
and/or Y* (1815) (all Y* &-6%).

The M(K*os ) distribution shows a broad en-
hancement in the mass region 1.2-1.5 BeV.~

Part of this enhancement may be shown (by
a detailed study of decay angular distributionss)
to be due to K**(1430)production. The remain-
der of the enhancement is presumably due to
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the "Deck" background as well as to possible
other K*m resonances. The purpose of the pres-
ent study was to compare the data with the back-
ground predicted by the Ross-Yam model in
order to see whether the data could or could
not be understood without invoking the existence
of genuine resonances.

The Ross and Yam model we want to consid-
er involves three processes corresponding to
the dissociation of E into K* and m with
(virtual) elastic scattering of each of the three
particles with the target proton, as shown in
Fig. l. In addition to the usual Deck model
(process I in Fig. 1) the model includes two
other processes and mutual interferences.
The relative phases of the amplitudes are de-
termined by means of approximating each (vir-
tual) elastic-scattering amplitude by the cor-
responding asymptotic form associated with
the vacuon exchange. For example, the invari-
ant amplitude for the process II in Fig. 1 is

FIG. 1. Three processes associated with the dissoci-
ation, K X*+7I, considered in the model.
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where g is the K* K n coupling constant, F
the form factor function associated with the
K* vertex, and e(A), the polarization vector
of K*. vT and A represent, respectively, the
total cross section and the slope of the diffrac-
tion peak. Further notations used are p„=p,
+p„y =p, —p„r= (p, —p, )'; M» is the mass,
and q35 the center -of -mass momentum of the
J7*p system

We assume, ignoring the off-mass-shell ef-
fects, that O.T's and A's are not much differ-
ent from the corresponding physical quantities,
namely: (a) for m p, oT=35 mb, A = 8 BeV
which describe reasonably well the nPpro'cess4
in the invariant-mass range, 1.78-2.75 BeV,
appropriate to our case; (b) for K p, 07 = 28

mb, A =8 Beg ' at our incident lab momentum
of 5.5 BeV/c'; and finally (c) in the absence
of any information on the K*p process we take

oT 35 mb and A = 8 Beg '.
In order to remove possible complications

due to N*o's, we apply the requirement M(n P)
& 1.78 BeV. Also the region I rl = a'(p) & 1 BeV
has been excluded. To examine the effect of
N*++ we make the analysis with and without
removal of events with 1.135 &M(pe+) &1.315
BeV. The cuts are applied consistently to both
the model and the data, thereby eliminating
any possibility of kinematic bias.

The calculations were performed by a Mon-
te-Carlo technique. We have explored the ef-
fect of modest variations in the parameters
OT, A as well as the inclusion of form factors
of the form

which involves a constant cutoff mass, A;, and

is normalized to 1 on the mass shell, P,"=m

Some results are given in Table I and in the
curves of Fig. 2. We find that the model pre-
dicts a broad peak in the M(K*oiT ) spectrum
of width about 500 MeV centered somewhere
in the mass region 1.3-1.4 Beg. The shape
of this peak is rather insensitive to the param-
eters aT, A and presence of form factors with
reasonable cutoff masses. It appears, in par-
ticular, that the width cannot be reduced sig-
nificantly (say, to 300 MeV, the total width
of the experimental peak) unless form factors
with unreasonably small cutoff masses and high
slopes are allowed. The calculated cross sec-
tion is, of course, subject to the uncertainty
in the form factors to be used and other pos-
sible effects such as the off-mass-shell correc-
tions to the virtual elastic scatterings. In the
following we have chosen to use the predictions
of the model without form factors (set 1 in Ta-
ble I) multiplied by an arbitrary normalization
factor fixed to give agreement with the data
in the region above the resonances, 1.5&M(K*~~T )
&1.9 Beg. With this normalization the calcu-
lated cross section for reaction (2), with M(pv )
&1.78 BeV and ~'(p) &1 (BeV/c)', is 62 pb [= 238

&& (isospin factor of 32) x (normalization factor
of 0.41)]. The experimental cross section is
142+24 p, b.

Figure 2 shows comparisons of our data with
the predictions of the model. In each histogram
the unshaded (shaded) distribution refers to
all events (events with N*++ removal). Figures
2(a)-2(g) refer to events with M(Pn ) &1.78 BeV
and ~ ~ I & 1 BeV'. The solid curves n (P) are

Table I. Parameters and results for several calculations of the model. We have usedg2/4~=1. 6 corresponding
to the &*0 partial decay width=~&&49 MeV. The calculated cross sections include the cuts & (p) &1 BeV and M(p7t )

&1,78 BeV.

Parameters: o7 (mb)/A{BeV 2)

7t- P SCOP K P

Form factors A2 a
(BeV2)

A

07I ) peak
M

(BeV') b (BeV) b

35/8. 0

35/8. 0

~ 0 D

35/8. 0
35/10. 0
35/10. 0

35/8. 0
c

35/8. 0
~ ~ 0

35/8. 0
35.10.0
35.10.0

28/8. 0

28/8. 0
28/8. 0
28/8. 0
28/8. 0

1.0 2.0
~ 4 ~

1.0 2.0

238
95
67
64
87

174
79

1.40
1.45
1.53
1.38
1.33
1.40
1.33

0.53
0.53
0.60
0.60
0.50
0.50
0.45

aNo form factor was tried for process III (Fig. 1).
M and I' stand for the center and the full width at half-maximum, respectively, of the peak.

cNot used.
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FlG. 2. (a) ~(g'*077 ), (b) g2(If*0), (c) 62(p), (d) decay cosine of K*6, (e) Trieman-Yang angle of the 77 p system,
(f) cosp, and (g) coso&. . The last two angles describe the decay of the E* m system; in the rest frame of K* and

jet z=K.nc (unit vector along the incident K ), zI7=K +7, n=K x7t+, then cosp=n z and cos01=zg z.
The cuts 0.84&M(K 77 )& 0.94 BeV and 62(p)& 1 BeV2 apply to all distributions shown. (a) through (g) are for the
case M(pn ) & 1.78 BeV and (a') through (g') for M(p7I ) & 1.78 BeV. Shaded distributions are due to removing
N*++. The curves labeled u (P) in (a) through (g) are the predictions of the model (set 1, Table I), normalized as
explained in the text, without (with) the N*++ removal.

predictions of the model without (with) the N*++
cut. The remaining distributions, Figs. 2(a )-
2(g'), refer to events with M(p7T ) &1.78 BeV
and I 7 I & 1 Beg'.

We note the following features.
(a) Figure 2(a) shows an excess of about 60

events in the I7**(1430)region (1.38-1.5 BeV).
This corresponds to a cross section of about
19 p, b, which is reasonable when compared with
the independent estimate 26+ 3 p,b.' In the mass
region 1.2-1.38 Beg, we observe 182 events
(55 p.b) whereas the normalized model predicts
59 events (18 p.b). We interpret this effect as
being due to a genuine resonance in the K*m.

system, namely the I7**(1300).'
(b) The remaining distributions IFigs; 2(b)-

2(g)] are in rough qualitative agreement with
the predictions of the model. Those discrepan-
cies that do exist can be understood as being
due chiefly to events in the I7**(1300)region.

We summarize briefly some properties of
events in the I7**(1300)region, suggesting the
production of a 1+ K*m system via vacuon ex-
change: (a) The 2), 2(p) distribution is extreme-

ly narrow, with a width of about 0.2 BeV'.
(b) The cosP distribution shows characteristics
expected for the decay of a.K*m system with
J = 1,2 ~ ~ ~ produced mainly with Jz = 0.~

(c) The cos8, distribution is consistent with

being flat, indicating the dominance of s-wave
decay.

Ross and Yam gave a qualitative argument
that the model gives rise to the E*7t system
mainly in the J = 1+ state. It follows that,
while our data support the assignment J =1+
for the I7**(1300), interference makes it diffi-
cult to separate the I7**(1300)from the back-
ground.
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